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PACK YOUR BAGS
FOR THE 5TH EDITION OF THE
NATIONAL TRANS HEALTH CONFERENCE
ATLANTA, GEORGIA – In just under three-weeks the Board of Directors and Ronnie E. Bass, Founder and
Chief Executive Officer of Someone Cares, Inc. of Atlanta will welcome conference attendees to the 5th
annual National Trans Health Conference at the Hilton Atlanta Airport in Atlanta, Georgia. Dr. Kimberly
Parker, of Texas Woman’s University will open the conclave on November 8th, 2018 at noon, speaking on
“Sharing the Voice that Matters: Innovative Data Sharing for Improving Transgender Health. Dana
Williams, of the Community Wellness Project will close out the conference on Saturday, November 10th,
2018 with a workshop titled, “Closing the Gap: Addressing the facilitation skills needed to implement
scripted interventions: Transgender Women Involved in Strategies for Transformation (TWIST) as an
example.
Conference goers will experience three-days packed with educational workshops centered around
Trans* topics in mental health, advocacy, legal, health, spiritual, HIV and innovation as presenters drive
home the conference theme, “Transgender Wholeness: Mind, Body & Spirit.”
Each year, the planning committee endeavors to expand the experience of the attendees and this year,
it’s no difference. In partnership with the Alliance Theater, the conference committee is proud and
excited to present the play, “How to Become a Man in 127 Easy Steps” created and performed by Scott
Turner Schofield. Mr. Schofield became the first openly transgender actor in daytime television in the
United States with the recurring role of “Nick” on CBS’s The Bold and the Beautiful. He is part of
Hollywood’s Transgender Tipping Point, and one of the very few females to male actors in mainstream
media. Becoming A Man in 127 EASY Steps is a collection of 127 stories comprising one epic becoming
— pre-, during, and post-gender transition. Stories of love. Honest dialogue about poor choices and their
consequences. Gut-splittingly funny stories of a queer feminist who lives in a white straight man’s body.
Revelations earned by walking through fire. Wry, personal and relatable social insight gained from
nearly 20 years of living a publicly transgender life. It is currently in production as a feature film.
The conference was created to provide for a meeting of minds, the appreciation for different
perspectives and to affirm the commonalities between and for the Transgender community. By
convening all the pertinent stakeholders to have provocative dialogue, providers can continually
improve, find solutions and further enhance safe places, access to care and most importantly ensure
equality without bias is the order of the day within the LGBTQ community.
Register now at www.s1catl.org and secure your spot today! Opportunities still exist for perspective
sponsors, exhibitors and organizations that would like to purchase advert space in the program book.
Please email Doug Anthony at dsgardin1221@yahoo.com for more information.
For more information on the conference call headquarters at 678 921 2706.
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